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"The AGPS Warns of the Siege and the Continuous Targeting 

of Palestinian Refugees in Khan Al Shieh Camp" 

 
 

 

 A Palestinian refugee Dies while Fighting between ISIS and Nusra in the 

Yarmouk camp 

 Promises by the Government of the Residents Return to Sbeina, Theabeia, 

Bowyada, and Hujera in Damascus suburb 

 The Syrian Security Releases a Palestinian refugee from Muzareeb 

Compound South of Syria 

 An Interview Titled "From the Occupied Haifa to the Yarmouk Camp," 

within the Activities of 'Einak Ala Haifa" 

 An Activist from the Yarmouk Camp Participates at a Film Festival South of 

Damascus 

 Establishing the Free Palestinian Syrian League "Maseer" 
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The AGPS 

The Syrian regime artillery and warplanes targeted Khan Al Shieh camp 

that is located in the western suburb of Damascus, from time to time with 

fierce attacks by all types of bombardment. Closing  roads resulted in 

suffocating siege threatens the lives of more than ten thousand 

Palestinian refugees in the camp 

who had refused to flee from their 

homes, despite the death of 152 

victims and hundreds of injuries. 

The Syrian regime deliberately 

harasses the Palestinian refugees 

since the beginning of protest 

actions against the Syrian regime 

in March 2011 

Accordingly, the AGPS condemns the ongoing assaults against Khan Al 

Shieh camp, and warns of the catastrophic consequences for that 

deliberate targeting. The AGPS calls the Syrian official authorities and 

the armed opposition to neutralize the camp and to stop hostilities 

against civilian refugees immediately. In addition, the AGPS demands to 

open roads leading to the camp and to allow the entry of supplies, basic 

materials, medicines, and baby milk, to respect the Palestinian presence 

in Syria as a temporary presence, and to activate implementing the 

international conventions calling for the protection of population during 

internal armed conflicts.    
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The AGPS also demands the International community, especially 

UNRWA, to secure the required protection for Palestinian refugees inside 

Syria, enable the relief and medical cadres to reach the camp, and to take 

the necessary measures in order to rescue the rest of the Palestinian 

camps.  

The AGPS calls the Arab League and the Palestinian Authority to 

intervene with the conflict parties in Syria to stop the severe violations 

against Palestinian refugees inside camps in order to avoid the loss of 

more civilian lives. 

 

Victims 

The Palestinian refugee, Omar Mashaal, died while participating in the 

ongoing fighting between ISIS and AL Nusra Front at the Yarmouk camp, 

where members of Nusra killed him at Abdulqader Al Husseni School 

after they sneaked into the school several days ago. He lives near 

Abdulqader Al Husseni mosque in the Yarmouk camp.  

 

Recent Updates 

Syrian media resources reported that the Syrian Minister of National 

Reconciliation, Ali Haidar, stressed that "the fundamental pillars of the 

project of residents' return to Sbeina, Hujera, Al Bowayda, and Al 

Theiabeia areas in Damascus have become clear.  
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He also added, during his meeting with Sbeina, Al Theabeia, Al 

Bowayda, and Hujera committees on Wednesday 11\5\2016, that there is 

a possibility of the return of 30,000 families from Sbeina, 3000 families 

from Bowayda, about 1000 families from Hujera, and 1000 families from 

Al Theabeia. He stressed that instructions state to divide the residents 

into segments, such as victims of civilians, military personnel, employees, 

and the rest of residents.   

 

The regular Army still prevents the residents of Sbeina camp from 

returning to their houses for 920 days despite its control over Sbeina area 

since 7\11\2013. Residents were forced to leave their houses and 

properties due to the violent clashes that broke out between the Regular 

Army and the armed opposition groups, in addition to the explosive 

barrels and rockets.  

The Syrian security forces released the Palestinian refugee, Zeiad 

Awwad, 43 years from Muareeb compound south of Syria yesterday. He 

was arrested on 4 May 2016 while he was going to receive his salary 

from Deraa. The AGPS documented the names of 12 Palestinian 
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detainees from Deraa camp, including a Palestinian woman, and they are 

unaccounted for till this moment.  

On the other hand, Palestinian activists inside the occupied territories 

organized an interview through Facebook within the activities of "Einak 

Ala Haifaa," at Haifa city in Palestine. The interview was attended by a 

number of residents of Yarmouk at Ghassan Kanafani Center of Jafra 

Institution south of the Syrian capital Damascus, as they confirmed that 

the Palestinian-Palestinian meeting from the Yarmouk to Haifa, and the 

distance, have not prevented the Palestinian refugee at the besieged 

Yarmouk camp to see his country.  

The media activist, Ahmed Abbasi, from the Yarmouk camp participated 

at Syria Mobile Film Festival at Babela town south of Damascus. The 

festival was attended by about 100 people, men and women, as Abbasi 

participated with "Life is Beautiful" film. The film shows children who 

express their dreams and speak spontaneously about their lives, 

according to Abbasi.    
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He also said, "I tried to let children speak about what they want to tell, as 

I sought through the film to get out away from the tragedy and 

melancholy that affected our lives and that reflected on the children even 

more."  

The Free Palestinian Syrian League "Maseer," a new league was formed 

in Turkey on Sunday 15 May 2016 at Gaziantep town south of Turkey.   

The league, which includes a large number of Palestinian and Syrian 

opponents, including politicians, writers, and journalists in and outside 

Syria, aims to follow-up issues relating to defense the rights of 

Palestinians in Syria.  

The most important issues are the detainees, the enforced disappearance, 

reconstruction of camps, preserve the rights of victims and injuries, as 

well as to protect the Palestinian community in Syria from the 

assassination and trafficking policy of the Syrian regime, in addition to 

consolidation of their political and civil rights in Syria. They pointed out 

that Maseer is an independent popular league includes free Palestinians 

and Syrians believe in the Syrian revolution aims.  

 

Palestinians of Syria; Numbers and Statistics till 16\05\2016: 

 15500 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Jordan 

 42.500 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Lebanon 

 6000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Egypt, according to the 

UNRWA statistics till July 2015 
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 8000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Turkey 

 1000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Gaza 

 More than 71.2 thousand Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached 

Europe till the End of December 2015 

 The Yarmouk Camp: siege, imposed by the Regular Army and PFGC 

groups, continued for 1066 consecutive days. Power cut continued for 

more than 1127 days, water was cut for 616 days respectively. The 

number of siege victims is 187. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 920 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - All Residents have left the camp for about 1111 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 773 days without water and almost 

70% of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs and 

Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 


